Blaise Castellano
Project Manager
Digital Producer
Digital Asset Manager
Commercial Photographer
Los Angeles
CA

INTRODUCTION
Highly motivated leader with an authenticated ability to bring clarity to chaos and thrive in the face of challenges by understanding the problem at
hand, turning obstacles into opportunities, and creating an environment that fosters trust, open communication, and collaboration. I can be given
the reigns, while I also know who and when to pass them too. I am highly perceptive, empathetic, and I have a passion for listening deeply in order
to get beneath the surface, in turn, others feel understood and cared for.
Thank you for the opportunity and consideration on the photographer position.

I am a Los Angeles based commercial photographer and day to day/ tour manager. I operate a production company specializing in the creation
and execution of digital content. I strive as a creative director, producer, asset manager, and a detail oriented leader committed to working with
high-end multi-platform content for artist musicians.
I eat, sleep, and breathe digital content and have combined a traditional film making and photography approach with a f resh perspective on
evolving digital mediums. Creating multi-platform content that is visually and narratively engaging is what I do best. Working across all platforms
to engage the visual sense, always striving to create meaningful content and tell stories that inspire.
Every project or asset, if done correctly, is a small work of art. And every piece of work that I produce is a chance to do something special. My
strengths make me perfectly suited to join the team as a photographer. I am excited to work with an agency that
emphasizes everything that is great and sustainable about life while incorporating a distinct creative flair to create and captivating
look that stands out from the crowd.
I appreciate the opportunity to apply for this position, and look forward to working with the team.

OVERVIEW

THE CREATIVE
My greatest joy comes from drawing connections between separate parts to
understand the bigger picture. I am infinitely fascinated by ideas and finding new
pathways towards improvement, innovation, and a brighter future.

THE APPROACH
I facilitate synergy and streamlining by empowering others, encouraging
individuals to lean into their unique strengths, figuring out how different people
can work together, optimizing resources, facilitating budgets, and arranging them
for maximum productivity, efficiency, and growth.

!

COLLEGE
University of Central Florida
Bachelors of Arts, Humanities - Dec 2014
Valencia College
Associates in Arts - May 2012

CERTIFICATIONS
Art Institute of Tampa
Summer Workshop 2009 - Studio Photography
Ringling School of Art and Design
Summer Workshop 2008 - Photography & Photoshop I & II

HIGH SCHOOL
Lemon Bay High School
Focused in arts and sciences - May 2009

EDUCATION

BLAISE JOSEPH PHOTOGRAPHER
Owner & Operator ( May 2012 - Present )
- Led the development of an independent freelance photography
business consulting and working alongside marketers, press, creative
agencies, directors, entertainment clients, and multi-million dollar
corporations.
- Actively inspired on innovation, clarity, and positivity with clients.
- Built internal tools for logistics, sales, taxonomy, trust, marketing,
and customer service increasing efficiency and growth.
- Increased sales by introducing value added service and features that
encouraged clients to spend their cash on item detail.
- Owned business communications and created organized processes
dramatically improving time management to develop strong
collaborative partnerships.

GOOD TIMES AHEAD - World Touring
Electronic Artist
Tour/ Day to Day Manager & Digital Producer
( July 2017 - March 2020 )
- Successfully partnered with electronic artist Good Times Ahead to
coordinate concert tours across continents and cities.
- Managed, troubleshooted, and liaised all aspects of tour life as the
primary point of contact with artists, managers, agents, fans, press, and
promoters.
- Leveraged problem solving, composed schedules, coordinated logistics,
documented travels and performances, and presented safe time efficient
solutions from departure to stage and back.
- Lead producer of digital media responsible for planning and

The Latin Recording Academy

Digital Media Producer ( Nov 2016 - Nov 2019)
- Produced and directed sizzles reels from all Latin GRAMMY week events for The
Latin Recording Academy & Arts and Sciences.
- Effectively coordinated and briefed with the business development team at
LARAS to leverage shot lists, budgets, logistics, agendas, and
presented strategic solutions for my clients and their multi-billion dollar sponsors.

EXPERIENCE

7UP Bottling

Festival Photographer ( Nov 2014 - August 2015 )
- Partnered with 7UP to define the vision, goals, KPIs, and road map
- creating an atmosphere of trust and collaboration.
- Defined and executed a cohesive product strategy with the creative
- agency including content captured live for 7UP social media and
more
- working with the creative agency, artists, festival operations, and
editorial
- teams to simplify workflows and increase efficiencies initiating
digital
- transformation.
- Produced consistent content to create an identity platform enabling
- millions of electronic music fans to interact with 7UP and
musicians like
- Martin Garrix and Tiesto.

Evolve The Group

Creative Director ( Jan 2013 - Jan 2015 )
- Spearheaded leading brand storytelling across platforms.
- Built an identify through digital, video, and photo, while ensuring high
quality consistent brand representation across platforms.
- Drove Meaningful engagement with fans.
- Coordinated directly with the CEO and marketing manager to build a
cohesive visual representation to effectively sell and promote to
customers.

EXPERIENCE

SKILLS

- Project Management
- Project Leadership + Thought Leadership
- Adobe Skills: Photoshop/ After Effects/ Premiere/ Acrobat + more
- Google & Windows Utility Services: Drive/ Calendar/ Excel Sheets
- Domain & Web Expertise: B2B/Consumer/Internal Tools
- Critical Thinking + Creativity
- Teamwork + Cross-Functional Collaboration
- Emotional Intelligence/Empathy
- Excellent Written and Verbal Communication Skills
- Workshop Facilitation + Presentation Skills
- Logistic + Coordination Skills
- Digital Strategy & Marketing
- Problem Definition/Strategic Solutions
- Consumer Science/User Experience "UX"
- Strong Work Ethic + Accountability
- Technical + Digital Production Skills
- Relationship Builder
- Positive Attitude

INSPIRATION

CREATIVITY

MEANING

THANK YOU!
BLAISE J. CASTELLANO

